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TEACHERS, CLASSROOMS, AND THE EFFECTS OF SCHOOL DESEGREGATION ON

aVORT IN SCHOOL:

A "SECOND GENERATION" STUDY*

by
Willis D. Hawley
Duke University

INTRODUCTION

public polities
In the generation since the SuprPrA Court outlawed

that separated bfack and white children in schools, the hopes of those
interseeking an end to social inequality caused by discrimination and

racial hostility seem to have faded.

While public opinion polls show

and ,
dramatic reductions in interracial hostility over thelast 20 years,

damaged the
While the so- called :`mark of oppression"-that allegedly

researchers, it is
psychological well-being of blacks cannot be found by

desegregition have been to
not clear what the contributions of school
these developments.

Though the evidence is mixed, it appears that children

overwhelming) numbers
who go to school with. subsf,antial (but, perhaps, not
and
of children of a different race, have somewhat more sophisticated
Children with minimal or
more positive images of the other race than do
no interracial contact.

Simblarly, those who have seen desegregation z7s

has been supported by
*The general research upon which this paper is based
This particular analysis was made
a grant from the Spencer Foundation.
Neither the Spencer Foundation
possible by National Institute of Education.
of the conclusions reached
responsible
for
the
subscahce
nor the N.I.E. is
by the author.
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have found little
:a source of improved educptional attainment by minorities
solace in the available research.
desegregation is by
To be,sure, the research on the effetts of school
no means conclusive, but we

now know enough to dismisshe notion that the

44

simple-Ftixing of the races in a school will bring an end to racial

1discrimination

from
and its consequences. *Concern has moved, therefore,

mixed at
school desegregation to "true integration" where students are
the cladsroom level,

opportunity'for interracial interaction is maximized,

and the
discrimination- against students on the basis of :race -iseliminated
thout
strengths and weakness of individualstudents are dealt-by teachers w

regard to skin color.

We are, then, into a "second generation" Of/awareness

importantly -that what actually happens in the schools and -- perhaps most
in classrooms, determines

whether the schools can play a more significant -,

role in ending the racial bases of social inequality.
Despite considerable

greement among educators and social scientists

children have, there
that schools and teacher slape-the values and attitudes

___---matters.
is alMost no satisfactory empirical research on these
-

And what little

evidence we do have is not very definitive.
of children's
.
This paper seeks to shed some light on how,the character

made by
classroom*exper'ences affect the interest given and investment
children to a ademic performance in desegregated schoOls.
cut" at a

It is a "first

address
stantial body of data much of which allows one to

previously been subjected to empirical
some important issues that have -not
research.

Subsequent analyses will examine in more detail than piesent

effects of classroom
objectiyies and space permits such questions as the
of social
experiences on the acquisition of values related to tolerance

6
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and,political differences and,,in general, the development of commitment
to various aspects of the "democratic creed."

,
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SCHOOL DESEGREGATION AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT :
HYPOTHESES AND THE ANALYTICA1, MODEL

notion
As I have argued elsewhere, the theoretical basis,for the
academic achievement
that school desegregation will contribute to improved

literature.* From extensive
among minorities.ls-notwell developed in the
reading

he research. and speculation, howeyer, one might derive three

_general hypotheses which seem to have

ome basis in theory-or evidence.

'relatively
First, racial desegregation brings students with

ow commit-

with peers with
ment to learning and low acadebic aspirations into contact

higher aspirations and greater interest in doing well in school.

The latter

that motivate loW achievers
act as models and/or establish peer - group norms

to higher attainment.
aspirations
Second, teachers in desegregated schools will hold higher
avoid
for minority students either because they are more likely to

they establish or reinforce
stereotypes and discriminatory behavior'or because
perceived model
classroom norms of high. achievement in response to the
This hypothesis is,
capacity of white or middle-class students to achieve.

pygmalion'theory: i.e.-that teacher
in effect, a variant of the so-called
expectatices_influence student p erformance, and holds that such'expectations

are usually higher in-desegregated schools.
between school
A third-hypothesis concerning the possible link
relations as the
desegregation andra'cademic achievement sees improved race
source of achievement.

The dominant version'of this perspective holds that

and the stigma
desegregation reduces the hostility minorities experience
Implementation of School
D,. Hawley and Ray C. Rist, "On-the Future
IparamenLawandeontenls 39 (Spring
Desegregation: Some Consideration",
1975) 412-426.

8
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they perceive-which, in

increases their as

rations.anci self-confidence

-

which, in turn, lead to more positive atii des toward school;
, The focus of this inquiry,

theri, i

ire commitment studeft4shave to

academic achievement and as it proceeds, each of these three general

hypotheses on the consequences of desegregatios,will be_addressed.
assumes that student effort i
. upon which this analysis is based

The model

school is

the product of several factors relating to parental influences, classroom
structure, teacher behavior and peer norms and characteristics.

It incorporates

various aspects .of:the following factors;

Parental Support of School
Parents' Education
Racial Mix of the Classroom
Classmates' Achievement Norms
....

Student. Interaction

Degree of Teacher Support

Extent of Racial Discrimination by Teachers
Classmates'Racial Attitudes
Diagram I.
The int rrelationsilips to be examined are summarized in

4,
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Diagram I,
1

---Analytical Model forAssessing the Effects 'of
School Desegregation on Student- Academic Effort,,

Parental

Peer
Values
Learning'

Education
6.

Parental
Support for
Achievement.

Student
Effort In
SchoOl

Student
Racial----Attitudes

Student

`Inter
action
.

I

Teacher
Support

Teacher
Racial
Bias

Classroom
Structure
Treacher
Determined)

Classroom
Racial Mix

the data are engaged.
This model and its assumptions are elaborated as

44
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itself
ObViously, the model postula ed here is complex and does not lend
C,

to simple analysis.

The evidence

om this Study will allow some simplification

but much of the justification for thi

research is thac,it seeks to bring

and
attention,to the complicated relationsh ps between several Arocesses
ber4understood if

conditions, hose interactive and cumulati e effects

be attained,
classrooms are to_be places in'which social objectives ,are to
.0 .09

No4ingle study, and certainly not this one,

ill resolve

'Several issues

and questions implicit in that imperative.

The Dependent Variable

Student Effort in School:

In,assessing the possibility of a linkage betwe
and- ,/achievement,

school deSegregation

will be looking, not at test scares_ or

direct

-

reflect
,measures'of achievement but at asset of studdt attitudes whi h

commitment to learning.

As I've implied, any theoreticalexplpnation of a

depe'ds on the
relationship between School desegregation and achievement
as
effects the former has on affective rather than cognitive

learning process.

s of the

minorities
If desegregation increases the achievement of

schools develop more positive
it is because minority students in desegregated

attitudes toward learning

\

are
Indeed,_it seems reasonable to assume).6hat when standardized tests

desegregation on
used to assess student progress the measured effects of
of students.
achievement are influenced by the, intellectual\ability

And?

studies may have undersince this factor is difficult to measure, previous
stated the importance of desegregation on achievement.
Student commitment to learning is measured by a five item scale
respOnse) to\
which includes likert-type responses (a five point/range of

such questions as "Do you do your best in school?" and, "Even though I

11
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!r.

/

grade`"*
don't life some subjeOts, I kill work hard tomake a good

in
Ttle;black-and white students participating in the study do differ

their.coAitment to working hard in-school.

Student scores On the/school

,

effort scale could range from 5 to 25 and the lower the scale the greater
the effort in school.

The overall average score was 9.60.

The mean scorer--

10.13 and
for blacks, who comprise about 25 peicent of the sample, was

the-mean score for whites was 9.39.

The likelihood that a, difference of

1000.
this magnitude would occur by chance is less than five in

In any

,

'varies substantially over the 2142 students
case, student effort in schoOl
I

in the sample and from classroom to clalsstoom.

It is these variations

rather than the differencesoamong all black's and all whites,
that-will be of concern here.

ti

Carolina State Departmen
*The scale items were developed by the North Research, Triangle Instltu e.
Public Instruction in consultation with the
The scale's reliability in this present
It is reproduced in Appendi:t D.
alpha' coefficient).
study is high (.68 measured by Cronbach's

12
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Data and Methodology

The central mettiodologiCal shortcomings.of existing 3esearchen the. role
,

_

of teachers in shaping Political values, and attitudes toward learning have to
,

Aiso with theneglect or inadequate treatment of key independent variables,

wit: teacher behavior and classroom environments.:

The methodology through

whi,ch the data4kgre are developed and organized was developed as part of a

-'1argeretudy of how children acquire attitudes and values that might have
*
,

political Consequences.

Enviraidants
I. call this methodolOgythe:Assessment of ClassroothiPolitical
_

-

.

.,..-(ACPE)..*

(I propose to dOscribe it at some.length here because it is unique.

The reader may wish to skip. ahead to page 14 where the sample and data are
9,-

,

m

described.)

The system has six domponent6 all of which serve to reinforce

eadt other in parts: (1)" a procedure-for "categorical observation"
of teacher- student interaction ,(2) a sociogram-type map of the clasSroOMand

student-teachef relationships (3) a check list=type"assessment.by Observers
an extensive

of various aspects of classroom structure or climate (4

student questionnaire read to students in the. absence of teachers or.other,

.

school personnel (5) a teacher questionnaire:and (6) content analysis of,"'
This paper draws on some aspects

relevant learning. Materials (texts, etc.).
.y.

of each element _of the AGAPE system, but relies most heavily on the questiOnnaire.

Subiequent reports will more fully exploit the full range of data the

data-.

9

system,,yields.,
.

,

', Student Teacher Interaction Measure.. Part of the recent, progress in
'research relating to teaching effectiveness has been due to developments in
5

the techniques for analyzing classroom interaction.

There are now more than

,

s

100,instruments fox assessing teacher-itudent

*WilliaM Cunningham provided substantial assistance in the development of
'these techniqvs,and supervised the field work through which the data
were .:gathered :,

,-

13
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developed for research concerned with
behavior in classrodms and most were
,
The scheme for
the direct effects of teacher behavior on pupil le-dtn
*
modification
recording student-teacher interaction used in this study is a

Ned Flanders*
of the widely used classroom observation system developed by
Measure" (PRIM).
and is called the "Politically RevelantsInteractions

rtain dimensionS of behavior"
Any classification scheme must focus on
and ignore others.

PRIM concentrates less on 'formal tea -Ching than on
1
-

and general sociopolitical
behaviors that reflect the authority structure
carefully trained
climate of the classroom., to implement the sytem, a

behavior that is
observer classifies the predominant teaching-learning
most accurately
occurring at any given time in the classroom as being
deScribed by one of fourteen possible types of 'activity.
,

Observers tally

.

at the rate of
the Coded behavior in a column, preserving their sequence
twenty tallies per minute.

(While this seems%difficult at first considdratiori,

9
found no difficulty in Apcording
after their training period the. observers

at this rate.

them as colors).
.The categories became almost as faMiliar to

which will provide summary
.These 'numbers can then be entered into a matrix

.information-aboutthe type,.sequence
has been recorded,

and amount of verbal behavior 'which

Specific types of behavior'described by this procedure

sections below.
relevant to this'iaper are outlined in the analytical

school teachers, observe
Three observers, all trained-elementary
each classroom on three

separate occasions over a two month period.

Each

4

observer worke,I in the same

classrooin.on all three assessments and

tionnaire.ona "fourth
administered the student and. termer que

Behavior*i6dings, Mass:
Cf. Ned A. Flanders, Analyzing Teacher.
ishing Co., 1970)

14
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The PRIM system seems characterized by a high degree of reliability
and fol.,: the same
among the three observers describing the same classroom

different points
obsery =er describing the sane classroom environment at three

in time\ *

classroom
This instrument seems to focus'on characteristics of the

environment which remain relatively stable over time.

Attention was given

studies or a closely related
-to assure that the lessons observed dealt with social
1
behavior
topic (such as literature) to minimize variability in-teacher
due / to different topics being taught .

Presumably` some teachers would teach

likely that the;
ma h differently-than social studies and it seems very

:

observat.,on to
constancy of the interaction patterns we perceived from
.

all of the time.
observation does not chacterize the classroom environment
to-know what
More observations are desirable and it would be interesting

factors account for variations in the dominant interaction pattern.

The

extensive
limited time we spent in each classroOm,is, nevertheless,the most
employed in-a,
systematic record of teacher behavior and classroom structure

large-scale study of political socialization-.**
Sociogram.

In order to better describe the complexity tf interaction,

second component in the ACPE
a classroom .sociogram was developed as the
of the class, the
system.- The sociOgram focuses on the physical layout

isolated 4rom the
degree to which members are physically and/or verbally
and-racial integration
dominant interaction pattern, the degree of sexual
pupils' direct
within the class, the major direction of both teachers' and
the nature of
verbal interaction, teachers' discipline attempts, and
rphysical movement.

ti

*See Appendix A for a description of the procedures and criteria Used
for establishing reliability.
* *See Appendix 13 fora more detailed description of the PRIM instrument.
./
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To my knowledge, this proceduli-. is unique.
draw a phyical map of the-clasroo

It requires the observer to

coding the race and sex-of the students.

and
Interaction patterns between particular subgroups or between teachers

particular students or groups are shc.'wn by arrows.

Recurrent interaction in the

the content of the
same path is -shown by ;narking the arrow accordingly and

interaction is distinguished-if it involves a disciplinary action or not.

In

noted on
addition seating patterns,'special facilities, displays, etc.; are
the classroom map.

(A more detailed description is ,provided iniAppenOix C.)

-Observer's Record A third element of the.ACPE system is, a checklist
of dominant
completed by observers which seeks to provide a description

classroom-characteristics.

This device is seen as supplementary to the othert,

of providing information regarding the
a way of resolving ambiguities-and
Present. Like
to-whitlicertain activities, features or conditions are
degree
be conceptualized as either
the other instruments, some of the phenomena measured can
specific concern of the
.independent or dependent variablei depending on the
--"

researchers.

been in the classroom
It is completed after the observer has

least three separate occasions.
for at least one hour and is utilized on at
teacher attention to indiviAmong the matters covered by the instrument are:
students of different
duals vs. the class as a whole; interaction among
displays or symbols; degree and character
-sexes and races; politically relevant
A
style or mood; dominant student

of student interaction and movement; teacher

opportunities for student directed
style or mood; physical character of classroom;

learning center, child to
inquiry and learning "(materials, student movement;
observer records such information as
childteaching,etc%). In addition, the
the texts and related social studies

materials used, and non -conventional

is multi-aged; team teaching is
arrangements such as whether the classroom
used, or teacher aides are present.

16
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The Student-Questionnaire
teacher interaction

-student
The measuresof politically relevant

and classroom climates are

augmented and complemented

and classroom structure. Of course;
by student perceptions of teacher behaviot
internalize rather than objective reality that
it is what students see and
it is possible that studentperdeptions
affects learning. At the same time,
responsiveness, and fairness are likely
Hof such teacher traits as openness,

of cynacism, trust of authority,
to be influenced by students' prior levels
Similarly, students with high leV4ls of
and similar predispositions.
class
politicai,or otherwise -- may well be more likely to see
efficacy
presentations
opportunities for open discussion or the

roo4 as providing

of divergent views.

studentteacher
Our observers' characterizations of

interaction and the classroom environment

provide the type of evidence one

influence.
would need to sort out the direction of

(As noted above,

such issues in considerable
subsequent reports on this research will engage

were developed by the author.
Some of the items utilized in this study
12;000 North Carolina sixth graders
Others were'take,from a study of some
of its educational programs.
conducted as partof the state's assessment

number of questions,

A

central role in this
including many of those which play a

and her associates as part of the
by
Sudith
Torney
dolloped
study, were
under the auspices of the International
recent multinational study conducted

Education Association. -*
Materials
Content. nalysis of Learning

publications utilized

Each of the texts and supplementary

regularly in the classroom

studied were examined- to

differently.
determine if they treated racial issues

Since North Carolina

there was not much
curriculum guideline's
has state approved textbooks and

permission to utilize several' scales from
*We are grtLful to the IE.' for
its questionnaires.

17
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Our analysis indicated that the

variation in the materials utilized.

dealt with does
quantity and quality (character) of race related matters

not vary significantly from classroom to classroom.

This conclusion is

admittedly subjective since no formal quantification was undertaken.

Teacher Questionnaire
Teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire while the students
One hUndred percent of the tea lers

completed theirs, but in another room.
responded.

Many questions on the instrument were developed by the authors to

taken from
match many those in.the student questionnaire and some items were
study of political socialization.
the International Education Associati\oiVs
sq,

The Sample

z

fifth
We observed and administered quest \nnaires in 79 North Carolina
grade classroefils4

We utilized a random sampling procedure stratified by race,

family income, and 4urbanness" of residence.

Resource constraints limited

utility to
this inquiry to North Carolina schools but to facilitate its

mountain regions of
policy makers and scholars elsewhere the coastal and
traditions and somewhat
the state --- both of which have destinctive cultural
from the study.
unique socioeconomic characteristics --- were excluded
cities -- ,Chapel Hill and Raleigh

school

were consciously excluded.*

to which we sought entry denied us access.

in the sample.

Two

Only one

There are 2,142 students

Questionnaires were read aloud, with_the_teacher absent, and

least three
were'administered by observers who had been in that classroom at
previous times.
'suggests that ages
The fifth grade was selected because other research

Most prestigious state
*Chapel Hill is the-home of one of the country's
only
heavily
populated
by state employees,
universities and flal *gh is not
-of
colleges
and
universities.
but is the Oite of a n mber

Page 15.

political attitudes and
10-12 is an important period in the-development of

with only one
because most students have relatively intensive contact
_

teacher through the sixth grade.

(The questionnaires have been administered

the sixth grade, .but those
to the sample and their teachers as they 'completed

data are not employed here.)

Once children enter junior-high-school-, they

given year:and tracing the
may have,seven to twelve different teachers in a
linkages between teacher behavior and student attitudes and beliefs becomes
1

very difficult indeed.

As

noted, we studied "open classrooms',

but in-every
multi-aging and other. variations on the self-contained_classroom
1

professional teacher
case students spent the bulk of their day with one

who they would identify as their teacher.
All the school systems studied profess to purSuing the goal of
desegregation.

There are'no all black classrooms - though there are two

all white classrooms in the study - and we were advised that children were
assigned-to classrooms without regard to ,their Intellectual capacity or

_,socioeconomic status; Many classrooms were internally organized by
ability at least for some subjects.
grouping as a potential explanatory
to capture.

I do no

however, treat ability

variable/because it proved so difficult

Some teachers who used ability grouping did so for only

subject tools account
one subject, some who used it for more than one

and
he,fact.that student abilities differ from subject to subject,

considerable freedom,
in some classrooms where the teachers allowed students
students. seemed to group themselves by ability.

Moreover, we had n

teacher's word f r
objective measure of student ability and taking the

her or his practice appeared unwarrented in some 'cases.

19'
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'RENTAL SUPPORT FOR ACHIEVEMENT:

THE ANTECEDENT VARIABLE

Students bring with them to school many of the values their parents
4

hold.

In order to understand the impact that schools, and desegregation in

first to
particular, might have on student motivation to achieve, we need

establish the extent to which parents encourage and support achievement and
whether:such encouragement predicts student effort.

I measur such parental

which their*influence by assessing each student's perception of the extent to

parents care about how well they do and assist them in bettering their
achievement,

Thus, students yere asked a series of questions which I will

call the Parental Support of Schoolwork Scale.

This scale is comprised of

Cronbach's
eight items a d has reasonablygood reliability (.59 as measured by

alpha coefficient).

The scale includes questions like: "Do your parents

ask you about how well you did on your-assignments?"

and, "How often do

your parents help you with your school assignmentsZ"

The entire scale is

described in Appendix D as Student Scale Eight.

There are, of course, ways other than assessments of parental
support for school work to measure parental impact on achievement.
include parents' educational level or socioeconomic status.
clear, however, what these "objective" measures mean.

These

It is not

Most often,, researchers

for student achievement
suggest that they reelect the emphasiS on and support
by parents.

support'
If so, it seems better to measure such emphasis and

iliore directly.

between
For the students in this study, the relationship

achievement in school is very
parental education and parental support for
Weak (r = .11),

Educational level m

say something about the ability of parents

of diffe&nces'of thissort
to help their children th ugh the importance
senior high schools
for achievement is probably, more important at junior and
study.
than it'1s,,foz the fifth graders-in this

*2,0

As noted-, I cannot measure
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achievement directly but it seems worth noting that once parental support
.

educational background
for student effoit is taken into account, parental
contributes nothing to our capacity to explain (predict) student scores
on the school effort scale.*

Differences in income levels of the family

spend with children
may be related to differences in the time parents have. to
It is try no means clear that this

and to participate in school activities.

not uncommon assumption is supported by good evidence,

In any Case, the

patents
parental support scale includes student percept -ions of the time

items dealing with
spend with the student that is school related as well,,as

parental interest in the school itself,.

In this study,, black and

white

/

than_
students, even though black .parentgare generally less well educated
_

white-ptrents, do not differ substantially in their response to specific
school assignments",
questions like, "How often do.your parents help you with

and "Do-your parents visit theischool for-PTA or Parents day." **,

with student
Parental support for schoolwork is correlated positively
The product
effort i.n school but the relationship is surprisingly weak.'
moment correlation between these two variables is .31.

Thus, parental

/

for just under
support for school, at least as I've measured it, accounts
in achievement,
10 percent -of the variance in students!: reported interest

influence student
It appears, then, that a number of other factors must
4

,

motivation in School.

A

The question is: are any of these related to racial

integrafiohr

*The measure of educational attainment of parents utilizdd here is the students
level.
report on each parent from\among five categories of choices of educational
did not know.
Stdents
were
given
a
chance
to
say
they
This is a weak measure.
About 28 percent chose this option. How tepresehtative those who responded are
of this sample is not known.
more whites than
**White parents are most likely to visit the school often though
the
blacks say their parents almost nev r do. There is little difference In
schoolWork
proportion of blacks, and whites rece,ving frequent assistance with
parental support,.'
though more blacks than whites are likely to experience almost no

\
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RACIAL COMPOSITION OF 'THE CLASSROOM
AND STUDENT EFFORT IN SCHOOL

desegregation on achieVement
Much of the rase: 'di on the effects of
classroom as the
has treated the proportion of white6 in:the school,or

potential determinant of increased' school achievement.

While I can see-no

theoretical reason why racial mix in itself would directly

influence

school achievement, the issue must be addressed.
between student effort 14
Looking first at the simple relationship
sees an insignificant,
school and the proportion of whites in the classroom one

product moment correlation (r)

-,04.

When such correlations are

coefficients are
developed for black and white students separately, the

similarly insignificant.

In short, the racial composition of a student's

associated with that individual's
classroom does not appear to be directly

motivation to achieve.*

But, perhaps the effects of racial mix are not

related to student
linear/ And since it was found that parental support is
cf the classroom,
.-effort, before dismissing"the notion that the racial composition

is appropropriate to
taken 12x itself, influences student effort in school, it

extend the analysis so as to control fOr.parental influence.

even when thas consideration

As Table I shows,

is taken into account, knowing the proportion of whites

that suggests
tells us little about student effort. There is a pattern to the data

50 percent white
black students are more motivated in classrooms that are 75 .

settings, But these inferences
rather than predominately white or majority black

xe,p41emati,c

given, the S,M411 SI,ze. (g, the (11.4SeNences.JA student reports of

effort in school.

*One more piece of evidence on this is that the introduction (hot shown
here) of racial composition of the student's classroom to the multiple
regression equation described in Table II below reduces none of the uneXplained variance in student effort.
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Table I
Effects of Racial Composition of Classroom
and Parefilk Support on Student Effort in School
Effort)
As measured by comparison of means (Low Score = Greatest

Level of Parental
Support

Low (Low third).

Medium

High (top third)
s

White

Black

Student Race

Percent <50

7.84/'

7.88-

75-50
White
in Class >75

7.73
8.44

8.60
8.1.7

Black

White. Black

9.78
9.75
10.05

9.31
8.50
9.21

:White

9.71
10.00
10.25

11.44
10.83
11.27

None of the - column differences -=are statistically significant,

of a classroom,and
Table II looks at the relationship between the racial mix
through multiple
student effort controlling for pixental suppo=rt and student race
regression procedures.

Again, no relationship is found'.

Table II

Effects of Racial Composition of Classroom and
Parental 'Support on StUdent Effort in School
As Measured by Multiple' egression. Analysis.

R2 Chat; e

Multi le ft

Parental Support

.3120

Proportion Whites
in classroom

.3133

,

r
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_

.0973

.1489 (.0136) .

.008

.0065 (.0042)
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Before leaving the data in Table I,
phenobena might be noted.

.

however, three potentially interesting

exist,
First, when high levels of parental support

loweSt in overwhelming3y white
the level of effort among black studdhts may be
classrooms.

the black level of
Second, at high levels of parental support

of the white student effort overall -effort in school -- whibh, is about 95 percent

is actually higher than that of whites.

1

receiving the highest level
Given the small number =of black students
small differences between the cells,
of parental support and the relatively
taken
of these observations. But
it would be inappropriate to make too much
strategies for increasing
together they may suggest (among other things) that
school effort- might-have real
black parental support of theii children's
payoffs
- A

whether or not school desegregation is possible.
T
third speculation that one might make looking 'at Table

is that whites

manifest more effort
with low levels of parental -support actually seem to

the more blacks there are in their classrooms.

Again the-differences are

lower parental support
small but there is a suggestion:here that whites with
perhaps, it is because white teachers
benefit from school -desegregation. If this is so,

low achieving whites
(90% of the teachers are white) are more sympathetic to
parental support feel less
in such settings or because white students with.low

e of white.
competitive in the presence of black peers than in the presen
Thd latter case may be an example of how racial stereotypes

unction to

'benefit the majority.

ng,the possibility
The data thus far do not provide a basis for dismist
of fort in school.
that desegregation will positively influence student

of diffeent races in the same
They do"suggest that simply putting children
classroom will, not affept their interest in leurnin

The data give support

be'concerned about what goes on in
to those who argue that we need.to
'classrooms iri'-order to understand whether the

24
can he iaIiized.

leged benefits of desegregation

Pae 2.
000

-)
'

THE INFLUENCE "CV CLASSROOM ACHIEVEMENT NORMS

composition of a classroom
I suggested earlier that if the racial
1
likely, reason is
affects attitudes toward achievement of blacks, one

clasoom parental Values
because white children bring with them to the
which, presumably, they transmit to blacks.

This possibility can be

indiduals of the
tested-more-directly by examining theimpact on
.

dispositionS of their -classmates.
for peer effort in school biwed onEach student is given a score
for his or.her class.
the mean Score on the student effort scale

Such

student's black and white classmates
a score is also derived for the
respectively.

Of course, most students

but trot all of their classmates.

in shdpingbehavior

probably take cues from some

The group norms that are most powerful

regular and
are.those of peers with whom one enjoys

all of one's classmates fit this description.
friendly contact anenot
effort is, therefore, likely
The procedure used here for- assessing--peer
;

to 'result in - understating peer influence.

The data in Table III indicate

that peer environdent has a pronounced affect on the

effort of individuals

controlled.
when both parental support and racial mix are
r-
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Table III..

Combined Effects of Parental Support, Racial,Mix and Peer Motivation

on-Student Effort in School -- All'Students

Parental Support
White Percentage in
Class

Multiple R

R square Change

.3120-

.0973

.3133

.0008

Regression
Coefficient
.2117
(.0144)
..0056
(.-0041)

.9204
.(.0627)

.0867

Peer Environment

Table IV
,Combined Effedts of. Parental Support, Radial Mix and Peer Motivation

on Student Effbi't,7- By Race

13egression

Race of Student

Parental Support
I

Multi le R

R2 Cha

Black

.3,632

.137'9

White

.2799

.0783'.
..----

White Percentage
in Cipss
.

..

Bid&

.3645

,0010

White

.2804..

.0003

Coefficient

e

.

.1698
(.0245)
.189/
(.0168)
.0061
(,0070)
.0165
(.0059)

)

'Peer Environment

.5045

Black

.1216

.9712
(.1023)'

.3897

White

'.0.720

..8968
..(.0800)
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If separate regression analyses are run for blacks and whites it is
clear, as Tible IV indicates, that peer environment plays a significantly

i

.

-

greater role in influencing- the school effort of blacks than of whites.

It

To the extent that racial

is not clear why this is so but it is suggestive.
.

integration increases the level of'peer motivation to w1i1I blacks are
4

N,

N

.

P

-t'xposed in a giveet school system, it will lower the mean level of peer effort
,

..

which whites experience.
6

L
environment.

But

lacks_are more dependvE

__--

Perhaps this is one re

n peer group
u

on why there is so .13ttle evidence

that the achievem2nt of whites -- at least as long as thilY stay in the
majority -- is adversely affected by racial desegregationA

Let medxtend this analysis still furthe r by examining the impadt of
racial peers within the same classroom on the motivation of individuals,
As Table V shows, for black students, the "quality" of, the motivation of
their black peers is a substantially greater eontrib3ltor to their own
dispositions toward academic achievement than is the motivation of their
white classmates.' This is not surprising.

The classmates one is most ...likely

a

to model one's behavior on are those one identified,and associates with.
1

Blacks are more likely to have friendships wi th other blacks than with
whites and, we might assume, find it more appropriate to emulate other
blacks rather than titgir white classmates:

whites

This is true, of course, for

(To say this is not to imply that either group of students is

intolerant or racist

,p
z.,..

.

,

Desegregation and Academic
*eyeejleinberg, "The Relationship BetWeen School
Research," Law and Contemporary Problems 39
Achievement A Renew of.the
School Deseiire atlon Outcomes
(Spring 1975) pp. 240-270; and Nancy St. Johns,
for Children (New York: John Wiley, 1975).
.
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TABLE V

Regression Coefficitnts Indicating Effects of
The Values of Racial Peers on Student Effort
Once Parental Support is taken into Account

Black Students (N=569)

White Students -(N =1522)..

Parental Support

.2325
(.0249)

.1874
(.0164)

Mean Effott of Black
Classmates

.8821
(.0690)

.0261
(.0332)

.4627
(.0989)

(.0767

Change in

Change in

R2.= .1927

R2 = .0004

Change in

Change in

R2 =

R2 = .0854

Mean-Effort of-White
Classmates

Variance in Effort
.Explained by Black
Classmates' Effort

9570

AfterTarental
Support

Variance:in Effort
Explained by White
Classmates' Effort
After Parental
Support

te,
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Table V again confirMs the relatively greater importance to the motivation
/

of blacks as compared to whites, of peer group effort in school.

It is

Interesting to note that motivation of their white, peers does apparently
influence the amount of school effort blacks report but that the reverse
is not true.

This maybe because whites,dismiss blacks as referents or

because in particular classrooms blacks collectively seldom exceed
the average motivation level of whites.

The data do not lend themselves

to testing these alternatives.

Since the racial mix in the classroom has,little relationship in itself
to student motivation to learn -- a point confirmed again by Tables III and
U

IV -- the question remains:

does school desegregation have consequences for

the effects of peer group environments?*

There are t o ways to answer that question.
correlation betwee
and their race.

The first

concerns the

students' dispositions toward working hard in school

To the extent that desegregation gives minority children
e.`13.("r

(black or white) greater exposure to students with greatet motivation to
ti

achieve, desegregation will increase the effort such minority children
expend.

percent
In this sample of children, the relationship between the

white in a classroom and the average peer group

effort is

inconsequential,*

But this relationship in other settings may be more substantial.

There is no reason

school.
to believe that a person's skin color determines their interest in

\Such motivation derives from the cultural traditions of given families,

parental education or socioeconomic conditions.

There is absolutely no

evidence that blacks, for example, place less valde on acgdemic achievement
than do whites of similar social background.

In short,:the effects of racial

,desegregation on the effort children give to learning seem to,depend on
.*The product moment correlation between the proportion of one's 'classmates that
is white and one's level of effort in school is :16. And, while the'students
in classrooms that are 60 percent or, more black report less effort than students
in other classes, students in predominate y white classes report.less effort than
those whose classmates are between 40 - 0 percent white.
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the values classmates have, not their race.

.

The recognition that students

are more likely to be influenced by values held by classmates of their own
race has potential consequence for pupil assignment policies and suggests
.
--"-------.------------"---th

at strict racial "balance" quotas for each school may be inappropriate

and that criteria other than race need to be considered in racial desegregation
the objectives
plans -- at least if increasing student effort in school is one of
-desegregation seeks to attain.

A second response to the question of whether school desegregation
can have consequences for the effects of peer environment on learning is
that it depends on what is-done once children with lower motivation are

placed-In the same schools and claSsrooms with students with higher

motivation. Which brings us to the next step in this analysis, namely,
whether classroom structure and milieu affect the impa.t peers have on
stUdent effort.

1'

1o_

llafterns of Classroom Interaction

We would expect classroom achievement.norms to have greatest effect
where students interact most with each-other.
'

Not only are students in

more interactive settings more likely to know what their cohorts believe
(and thus the norms are more likely to be understood) but social sanctions
for noncompliance with these norms are both more possible toinvoke and more
costly to the noncomplying individual.

30
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,Effects of Racial Composition on Student Interaction

Some critics of desegregation have argued that desegregation complicates
the job of the teacher and that in order tri."uidnage their classroom
teachers often respond by constraining student initiatives and interaction.

The data from this study, however, show no relationship between the racial
composition of the classroom and students

perceptions of the opportunities

to work with others (see scale seven in Appendix D) or the student's sense
that they can make decisions about how to spend their time and raise
3-0_Q

questions about what is going on in class

(see scale ten-rapilendix D).

This absence of a relationship between the likelihood' of student interaction
and the racial mix. in the classroom holds when the correlations between

these variables are examined for black and white students separately.
Similarly, direct observations of teacher behavior by the research
team show no relationship between teacher efforts to control the classroom
and the racial composition of the classroom.
Finally, teachers' own reports of the extent to which they allow and

encourage student interaction (see Teacher Scale 8, Appendix D) seem
unrelated to the xacial mix in the classroom though there may be a slight
tendency on the part of ,teachers to allow or encourage more interaction

in predominately black classrooms.
eractio 'we wculd expect t9 be correlated

The one type of student it

with the racial mix of the classroom is interracial contact.

Students were

asked to select from a five point measure how often black and white students
in their claSS (1) "play together at recess" and (2) "work together on
The "score" for these two questions, the

projects the teacher gives us".

answers to which are highly correlated, were summed to establish a measure
:of racial contact.

Note that this measure does not tell us about the pro-

p rtion of students involved in interracial contact.

instead it deals with.

/ the issue of whether members of one race have contact with at least some
,,

members of the other.
.
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,

Table VI demonstrates that interracial contact seems.notto be
systematically related to the proportion of blacks in the classroom.

Even though the greatest probablilty-of such contact exists for classrooms
that are 41-60 percent black, students in these classrooms have slightly
less contact then those in classes with less even mixes of blacks and whites.
The differences in the cells of the table are small but it. is interesting to

speculate on why interracial contact seem; greatest where the proportion of
whites is smallest (though only one classroom in the Q-40 percent weight
#
,

f

categ r y is less than 20 percent white.
,

We will see that blacks are

1-; c,

more

-

tolerant of whites than whites are of blacks.

Perhaps blacks feel freer when

in the majority to seek out white playmates and persons with which to work.

Table VI

Percen White in Classroom and Frequency
of Inte0 rracial Contact (Low` Scots = High Contact)

.

Frequency of
Interracial
Contact

0 - 40

Percent Whites in Classroom
61 - 80

41 - 60

3.39

3.76

(192)

(314)

32

-

3.67
(855)

81 --100
4.07
-(760)
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The measure of interracial contact utilized here-is not a particularly strong
one, and it would:be inappropriate to draw too much from this finding.

In Summary, regardless of the way student interaction is measured1,

or whether it is assessed by teachers, students or observers, the volume of

interaction is not affecped.by the proportion of whites and blacks in a
classroom.

This does not mean that another group of teachers,will react

the same way to racial integration* or that the degree of interaction
students experience cannot be manipulated by teacherS.

Let me turn, then,

to the question of whether interaction of various types enhances the impact
of group

norms on a student'sMOLvation to do well
a in school.

Effects of Classroom Interaction on Student Effort
racial
Even though the amount of student interaction is not shaped by

mix, cldssrooms doivary substantially in 41e extent of interpersonal contact
ES

.5

the students in them have.

I have hypothesized that the effects of the

peer environment will vary with the amount of student interaction.

If

implications
the hypothesis is borne out, it would have significant policy
will
for those who want to maximize the liklihood that desegregation
benefit.' blacks.-

.1

When measures of student interaction based on data provided by
teachers or collected by classroom observers are correlated with student
effort in school is examined, no significant increase or decrease in
the effects of peer environment on student effort is found.

*Almost none of the Classrooms in the sample were experiencing school
integration for_th6-first time. It may be that in the initial-period Of.
desegregation students and teachers experience anxiety and tension to
which-they 'respond by constraining, formally or informally, student interaction.
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An,

For example, in ddministering the Politically Relevant Interaction
Measure, observers could describe the character of classroom events in
fourteen different.ways.

Six of these involve teacher dominance of classroom
A

events (lecturing, asking factual questions, insisting on authority etc.).
,....----

_

interaction can be summed
of
The amount of time spent_in these six modes oi
to create.a score for each classroom reflecting the constraint on student
interaction.

While classrooMs do vary in the extent tp which they are

constrained, this variation, as Table VII indicates, is not related to
variations in student effort at different levels of peer group effort in
school.

Table VII

0

Effects of the Degree to Which Classrooms are "Constrained"
On Student Effort in Classrooms Controlling for Peer Group Support
Classroom Constraint
Med.

Lo

High

.

,

Hi
Peer Group
Support"for
Effort

.

8.42

8.44

8.51

(292)
/

.(249)

(131)

9.53

9.69

9.56

(255)

(164)

,

Med.

.

(239)-'

.

Lo

10.67

11.37

10.61

(941).

(225)

(221)

Further, the regression coefficient for the classroom constraint variable is
not statistically significant.

gr.

3
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Turning from. these measures of student interaction to student perceptions

of interactions with yeers,a different picture emerges and the hypotheses
being tested tends to be confirmed.

First, consider students' reports of

Students were asked five questions

their "opportunity to work with others".

such as, "Are there times your teacher lets you work in small groups?"

and, "Does your teacher have you help each other in class."

The responses to

these questions create an interaction score for each student (see Scale 7 in.
Appendix D),
Table VIII shows the .relationship between different levels of opportunity

to work with others and student exfort in school:Table VIII

.

and-White
Effects of Opportunity to Work With Others on Black
Levels
of
Peer
Motivation
.
Student Effort at Different
'(LowScore = Great Effort)
Peer group Effort in Schodl
Hi

8.18 (109)

Black

Hi
Opportunity
to work
with others

White

Mej

7.90 (290)

.

10.02 (46)
8.49 (126)

11.86.(36)
9.77 (77)
(36)

Black

9.08 (895

10.39 (41)

11.39

White

8.54 (228).

10.20 (100)

10.40 (86)

Bladk

9.83 (76)

10.95 (40)

12.63 (62)

White

9.60 (235)

10.67 (113)

11.84 (124)

I

.

Low i.,

Lo

,Med

.,

.

student interaction
,As the data show, children in classrooms where more
.of peer motivation.
takes place work hardest in schde'regrdaess of the level
.,
blacks seem to benefit
This is true for both black and white students but

especially from such interaction.

Interestingly, the effects of interaction

level'of peer group support
for whites seems to be greatest at the lowest
for effort.

that interaction
But Table VIII:does not support the hypothesis

increases the impact of peer environments.

=Wqrt regardless of the Ner environment.

Interaction seems' to foster
In other wcird,y, the difference

5-

levels of interaction remainUetween the effort levels at high andclp
t.)
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constant from one level of peer motivation to another.

,

If the hypothesis

__was

correct we would expect, in the clearest case, students-in classrooms

interwith low effort peer environments to do better than stildentg,in low

action situations than in situations where high contact is experienced.
the effects
In any case, the implications for those who seek to maximize

of school integration are clear:

create classroom environments in which
r.

student interaction is,encouraged.

Strictly speaking, the benefits of

such interaction seems to have nothing to do with integration. but the
consequences are the Same nonetheless.

If student interaction in general increases student effort, does
the amount of interracial contact have any impact?

For purposes_ here let

measure.
me rely again on student assessments of such contact as my

As noted

earlier, students were asked to indicate how often children of different
races worked together on class projects and played together at recess
(see the items in Scale 1,

Appendix D).

/1

The levels of interracial contact

among:students; in, a given, class.

the greater
As TableIX shows, the greater the interracial interaction,'

the academic motivation students report.

36
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Table IX
Student Effort In
Relationship Between Interracial Contact and
School, By Race, Controlling for Peer-Group Environment
-(Low Score Means Greatest Effort)

Average Level of ClaSSmatelsilffort in School
Student
Race

4

LOW

-MBIIIUM

III

.

.

.
.

HI

,

.White

Interracial

.

9,93 (67)
9.19 (235)

8.61 (172)
8.14 (443)

Black

.

9,83 (30)

Black.
White
.

9.24. (127)

11.17 (144)
10.25 (292)

_

:Contact,

Lo

.

.

10.73 (26)
9,85 0.07)

12.43 (68)
11,06 (156)

.

While the differences between the cells are relatively small, the
pattern is clear.

At higher levels of interaction, students work- harder

in school regardless of the classroom environment.

Thus, as was true for

student interaction in general, interracial interaction seems to increase
effort in school independent of.peer values,

Why this is so; i.s not clear.

A careful examination of Table IX suggests one other interesting
"potential finding".

The differences between the effort levels 'of black.and,

white students are consistently lower in high interracial contact classrooms
than in low contact classrooms.. The differences are quite small'and are

not statistically tUnificant but the pattern exists.

If further'research
I1

were to sustain this inference,

it would mean that the encouragement'of

interracial interaction in school might well lead to greater interracial
equality

in school performance.

As might be expected, stutlent opportunity to

work together and interracial contact are

somewhat related (r = .29).

important in itself because many of the effects of school desegregation
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-depend, in theory, on interracial interaction.

Teathers

that afford

.opportunities for' interaction in general will promote racial integration

at least that is what these data imply.

While opportunities to work together and interracial contact are often
found.in the same classrooms, do they each have an independent effect on
student achievement?

As Table X shows, a step-wise regression analysis

effort
partiAlling out the effects of parent and peer support for.school

effects
leaves statistically significant regression coefficients for the
of interracial interaction on-individual effort.
k

Table X
Effects of-Interaction and Interracial Contact for Black
and White Students After the Effects of Parents, Veers,
and Direct Teacher support for Effort are Accounted For

it

C

Interracial Contact

-B

Standard Error

.

Opportunity for Interaction
B

Black

.1501

(.0747)

.0923

White

.0978

(.0439)

.0978

Standard Error
(.0385)
(.0439)

As can be-seenbnth_interracial interaction and interaction in general
have a positive though not dramatic impact on student effort, It is also
effect for
apparent that,,interracial interaction has a substantially greater
blacks than whites.

wf
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Summary

As.we have seen, teacher and observer assessments of conditions
fostering student interaction do not seem related to student effort in school.
On the other hand,, students' own assessments of the degree of interaction

they have with their peers and of interracial interaction are correlated
with higher achievement and high interaction would seem to enhance the
effects of peer environment on student effort.

interaction are to be believed?

Which measures of student

It seems sensible to discount teacher

reports of the extent" to which they encourage student interaction in favor

Of the students' own reports.

what about the objective assessment'

procedures used by the observers?

These are new ways of monitoring,classroom

_events and .I cannot attest to their validity:

Various attempts to refine

.

these measures axe underway.

It is possible, of course,,that students in

the same classroom perceive different levels of student interaction and
this will be explored.

For the moment, given the clarity of the data and

4

the fit of the data to the theory, it seems reasonab19, to- conclude that

levels of student interaction do enhance eh impact of Peer group
environment on student effort.

Indeed, these data suggest that teachers

can foster interaction regardless of the "quality" of the peer environment
It may be

without concern that such interaction will, iminish motivation.

thatiinteraction with other students gives children more positive attitudes
toward school which in turn motivates efforts to achieve academically.

ZS,
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The Impact of Peer Group Racism
Of course, whe.i student interaction occurs in racially hostile

environments we would not expect interaction to facilitate the
transmission of values of achievement.

,

Peer achievement values could,

however, raise a student's interest in learning in racially hostile settings
if teachers responded to group norms and encouraged effort.or, especially

if interaction were low, students still emulated high achievers.

In any

case, we can identify peer group attitudes toward_persons of other races
.

-

and examine the impact .of these attitu es on effort in school.

One might

hypothesize that the influence on black chi dren of peer norms to achievein school is reduced in classrooms where white students are less open to
blacks.

This dimunition of peer group influences would, one could surmise,

be most pronounced in classroomi-with coniderable student interaction.
In this study, racial antipathy is measured in, two different wayS.

First, there is a lour item scale developed by the international Education
ASsociation which measures explicit interracial antipathy,.

This scale asks

the student's,views on such things as access to public facilities and public
t)
accommodations, equal employment opportunity, and the attainment of politic0.
q

power by other races (see scale 15 in Appendix D).
willingness of students to

A second measure is the

it in class next to a person of a different color.

Students selecting,responses, "t would like it" or "I wouldn't' mind it" are

considered ricially'unbiased; those who say "it depends," or "I would rattier

not" or q:wouldn't like it," are considered equivocial or biased./
The first thing the data tell us is that overall black and white students
do not differ significantly in the extent to which they are willing to
Li
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acknowledge racial intolerance, though blacks in this sample are slightly
4

more intolerant.

There are, howeve'r, significant differences within racial

groups with students wfioac pai-ent's have graduated from high school or had
some collegiate education being more tolerant.

When educational level of

parents is controlled, the small differqnce in the levels of interracial
antipathy between black and white students 11.eliminated.
Table XI examines the relationship between radial anti -athy and the

Only in classrooms that are more than

racial composition of the classroom.

8O pegcent white does there appear to be any association.

In such predominately

white classrooms, both black and white students are more toleran. though
this probably reflects the fact..that the students in these classrooms are

members of better educated families rather than any dynamics of the classroom
context itself.

Where the chances for interracial contact is greatest,

the relationships students.have are at least as intolerant as those in classrooms
that are more dominantly of one race.

Table XI

=

Relationship Between the Racial Composition
of the Classroom and Racial Antipathy

41 - 60

40'

,

Racism
Scale
Hi Score = Hi
Racism

n.= 192

61

--SO
n,=2114__:_,-----1358

n = 767

5.47

6.14

6.04

6.02

81

,--

.

(

Willingness .to

,

Sit With Other
Race*
,

.53 -

.56

.58

.59

Hi Score =, Lo

,,

Racism
,

.

.

.

4r

1

*Percentage here equals the proportion giving answers reflecting tolerance
single question.
to
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But whether the proportion of whites in S classroom is associated with
racial attitudes turns out to be irrelevant to the purposes of this paper.

This is because the racial attitudes that characterize one's classmates appear
to be unrelated to students' effort in school.

Using both cross-tabulations

and regression coefficients, controlling for parental education and support,
and testing the possible interactive effects of peer environment and racial
null findings.

attitudes all yield

One possible reason why we do not get very substantial findings from this
1

inquiry is that black children in the schools studied do not experience much
racism from their peers.

The .proportion of white students who subscribe to

the more clearly racist positions was quite small -- in the order of ten percent.

Or,perhaps the measures of anti-black feelings utilized here are. not very
.

N

sensitive.

There mere, indeed, a substantial number of fence sitters among

white students in response to the question about their likely reaction 'to
sitting next to a black in class.

Almost 40 percent of the students indicated

.

4-

.,-

"It depends on,the person," when asked their feelings atbut sittingionext to
a person of another race.

I have interpreted this restnse an an equivocation

when compared with the option of, "I wouldn't mind it."

But it is difficult

And, of course, sitting next to someone may not be very threatening
gr.
to )11now.

and thus may not test very well one's racial antipathy.

'

Finally, as any

*In a review of more than 20 studies of the correlates of racial prej-:
udice, w. N. Stephens and C. S.Long found a consistent relationship between
the higher.the education- the
levels of education and level of prejudice:
They
conclude
however
that
the evidence is wealcened by
lower the prejudice.
the,strong possibility that, ".'. . better educated respondents were more likely
to- think that the unprejudiced responses was the proper expected one', and that
than less real prejudice, accounts for (the findings);" Cf.
this
William N. Stephens and C. Stephen Long ,"Education and Political Behavior";
in James A. Robinson, ed., Political ScienceAnnual -II(Indianabolis: ghbs. Merrill,
1970). pp. 3-33.
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T

casual observer knows, interracial hostility is much more likely to manifest
itself in junior and senior high school than in the fifth grade.

For all

these reasons, then, the consequences of peer group racial attitudeq on the
academic efforts blacks in -interracial classrooms and the conditions under
which that is most likely, to be found should remain open.

It is a potentially

important question with which educational policy makers could grapple.

These

data. suggest that to the extent I have measured interracial antipathy, such
,

!

antipathy does not affect student motivation to achieve academically.

-4)
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EFFECTS OF TEACHERS .ON STUDENT EFFORT IN SCHOOL

Thus far, I have discussed the impact of parents and peers on academic
achievement.

And, insofar as teachers influence student interaction --

which they obviously do -- I have begun to explore ways that teachers'
behavior affects student effort in school.

This section pursues the

matter further.

Despite the recent controversies over the impact 6f schools on academic

I

achievement, there is reason to believe that what teachers do makes/a
difftrence for children.*

There is also, considerable agreement among those

who do research on such matters that most largepscale studies have probably
//

understated the impact of what gdes'On inclassrooMs because the measures
used capture neither the range of experiences students have nor thefull
variation in those events or interactions that are recorded,**
The dati from this study show significant and potentially important
relationships between several aspects of teacher behavior and classroom
f

environments on the one hand, and the amount of effort students expend in
school on the other.

And, as was noted earlier, teachers Can significantly

determine the rate of interaction students experience.
focused on three types of considerations:

Attention here is

teacher race, discriminatory

behavior, and the empathy and support teachers give to students.

With

-respect to. these last two, I will look first at whether the racial mix of

the classroom affects teacher behavior and, secondly, whether differences
in teacher behavior have a differential effect on children.

*A exander Mood, ed., Do Teachers Make a Difference? (Washington, D.C., U.S.
Covernemtn Printing Office,'1971),
**Alice Rivlin and P. Michael Timpane, eds., Planned Variation in Education
(Washington, D.C., The Brookings Institute, 1976); and Harvey Averch, et al.
H6w Effective is Schooling (Santa Monica: The Rand Corporation, 1972)
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WM.

Effects of Teacher Race
Nancy St. John, in a 1971 review of the research on school desegregation,
observed that despite its "obvious character", the impact of teacher's race
on student achievement was not much studied or understood.

For

various

reasons, including discrimination or uneasiness of white teachers when
dealing with minorities,

greater empathy or higher aspirations for

minority students on the part of minority teachers, or becauSe minority
children respond more readily to minority teachers, there is some consensus
4

among researchers that minority teachers are more effective with minority
youngsters than are white teachers.

However, this consensus is based on

less than definitive data and the question, especially as it relates to younger
children, is very much open*** If the evidence clearly indicated that
black students worked harder when taught by blacks, the argument for
stressing the integration of teaching staffs when desegregation is implemented
would be strengthened.

At the same *time, if teacher race is of considerable

importance to the scholastic success of minority children, then desegregation
to the extent that it increases the number of whit ,teachers black students
experience -- may actually work to redude black ac4demic achievement.
The number of black teachers in this sample is on 'y seven and nine

percent of the students surveyed are in their classrooms.

Thus, the results

Nancy St. John, "Thirty-six teachers: Their characteristics and Out;comes for Black and White Pupils," American Educational Research Journal
'8(November 1971) pp.635-648.
**

James S. Coleman et al. Fanaljty of Educational OusitunitY.,.. Washington,
D.C.: U.S.Govt. Printing Office, 1966)5D. Gottlieb. "Teaching and students:

the views of Negro and White teachers.", Sociologucation 37 (Summer
"Pygmalion black and white."
1964) 345-353; P. Rubovits and M. Maehr.
Journal of Personality .and Social Psychology 25 (February 1973) 210-218;
'Expectations in mixed racial groups."
Entwisle and M. Webster, Jr.
Sociology of,Education 47 (Summer 1974):301-318; W. Spady. "The impact
of school resources on students." In F.N. Kerlinger (ed.), Review of
Research in Education -- I. (Itasca, Ill.: F.E. Peacock, 1973). pp.135-177;
***

Gordon.C. Darkenwald, Sociology of Education
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48 (Fall 1975),Av. 420-431.
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of-this research can add only marginally to answering the question.

In simply comparing the motivation of blacks and white students
with the race of their teacher, it appears that black students with
black teachers are likely to make a somewhat greater effort in school
than those with white teachers.

The academic effort of white children,

on the other hand, seems unaffected by the race of their teacher.
However, when, through multiple regression analysis,, the level of

parent4 support black students experience is.:Aontrolled and the relationship'
between their teachers' race and their effort in school is examined,
the effects of teacher race washes out, i.e., teacher race has no
significant effects.
The data in this study vindicate, then,that the interest students

have in academic achievement is neither-strengthened or weakened by the
_-

fact that their teachers are either black or white.
the same is-true for bor'1, blacks and whites.

of black teacher

And, they suggest'that

But, given the small number

in this sample,tilese conclusions ought not to be given
'47

much weight.

Identifying Discriminatory Behavior by Teachers
,One assumption upon which this study is based is that teachers are
important referents for students.

If this is true, it follows that student

effort in school should be influenced significantly by teacher behavior
that is racially biased.

The first problem in exploring this possibility

is the difficulty of identifying racial bias among teachers,

Teacher

questionnaires will not do it, the "right" answers are too well known,
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One can measure discriminatory behavior by observing it or by asking
those who might be affected by it to report it

I sought to do both.

In

the Assessment of Classroom Political Environments system for monitoring
teacher behavior, the sociogram might allow the observation of discrimination by
7

describing whether teachers' direct a disproportionate number of communications to
one race and whether such communications are, in turn, disproportionately
disciplinary in character.

Preliminary analysis of the sociogram data suggest that, generally
Ite

speaking, such imbalance is relatively small and well within the variation

that might be explained by variat!onsin students' needs for teacher attention.
Further analysis of student characteristics and the interrelationship of,
the different approaches to capturing teacher behavior may increase the
utility of the sociogram for identifying
exist.

any discrimination that does

For the momnt, I will have to conclude that the sociograms

indicate that the teachers studied do not discriminate against blacks and

that this Is so regardless ofthe racial mix of the classroom.
Let me turn to the student questionnaire for evidence of racial bias
by teachers.

Rather than ask students directly whether their teachers

discriminate against them, I've compared black and white perceptions within
each classroom of teacher behavior that might affect performance.

Thus,

a classroom is labeIle4 as a biased environment if black and white students
in that tiass report significantly different treatment by teachers.

The average score eceived by blacks is substracted from the average
(plus or minus) is
score received by whites and the resulting number

the index of discrimination -- the extent to which teachers are
classroom,
differentiating between blick and white students -- for each

47.
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In this way, measures of discrimination were derived for three types of
teacher behavior (1) the teachers' willingness to listen to student
prOblems and initiatives -- which I call "teacher openness" (see scale six,

Appendix D), (2) teacher concern for the individuai's achievement -- "teacher
support for effort," (see scale nine, Appendix D), and (3) "teacher fairness"
in administering rules, assignments and personal attention (see scale five
in Appendix D.)

It appears that the teachers in this study do not discriminate on the
basis of race in the extent to which they encourage students to do their
best, in school.

There is some overall racial bias with respect to teacher

fairness and openness, i.e,; blacks are more likely to view their teachers
as being unfair and less open to them than are whites.

There are also

substantial differences among ,cicssrooms in the extent of the racial bias

and in some cases the racial bia

in a classroom is in "favor" of blacks:

For example, consider the mnatte4 of teacher fairness,

Of the sixty five

classrooms in whiCh there appartntly ark significant differences in the
perception

teacheip fairnes

by black and white students, teachers' are

biased in favor of blacks in 11.* However, the degree of-the'bias is much
tt

,,greater on
to blacks.

the averdge in those classrooms where teachers seem to be unfair
For example, the largest bias in

a

"pro-black" class'is

3.5 points, in "pro-white" classrooms there are 26 classrooms where the
spread is more than 3.5 and 16 classrooms where it exceeds five points.

It is interesting that black teachers generally seem to be perceived by
black students as significantly less fair (and less "open" too)
than white teachers.

*A significant difference is defined here as one in which there is more
than one point difference in the mean scores of black and white students
on the teacher fairness scale.

18

'

.

teachers.
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Noreover, there is some suggestion -- though again there are only

seven black teachers in the Sample -- that this discrimination by black
_

t

.

teachers against black students most likely in predominately white
\

classrooms:

'

(It shobld be noted that all black teachers have at least a

majority of whites in their classes).

...,

Perhaps bleak teachers feel an

obligation to "bear down" on black students in order to encourage them to make
an extra effort to achieve or to compete with their white classmates.

As

noted earlier, black and white students in the same classrooms do not
report importantly different levels of teacher support for effort'regardless
of the race-of their teachers.

Impact of 'Racial Nix on Discrimination by Teachers

The simple product moment correlation between the fairness and
support for effort aspects of discriminatory behavior respective ly and
the proportion of whites in the classroom is insignificant.

An examination

of cross tabulations of these,variables and of their regression coefficients

similarly Showslo relationships.

At least so far as the dimens ions of

.teacher-student interaction noted above - including the behavior assessed

by the sociogram

are concerned, the racial mix of students in their,class-

roams dOes not appear no influence teacher behavior.
Teacher openness or responsiveness to students, on the other hand, is
related .to racial composition (r,.= .24).

As Table XII indicates almost

all of the discrimination against blacks occurs in classrooms that are 80
percent or more white.

Perhaps the reason

this finding is that blacks

in predominately white classrooms feel less willing 10 assert themselves in
ways teachers will respond to iii an open manner.

Negative responses by

black students to questions on the openness scale may reflect the students'
lack of assertiveness which could feed teacher expectations that black. students

will not make very great demands on Chem.
.

49
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Table' XII

Proportion of Whites in the Classroom and
Extent of Discrimination by Teachers

-

With Respect to "Openness"

-

Proportion of
Whites

0-40%

41-60%

:60-80%

.-80%
-

,

,

Degree of
Discrimination

.65
(171)

.78
(315)

s.

50

.76
(858)

2:12
(771)
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Effects of Racial Discrimination by Teachers on Student Effort
,Surprisingly, discriminatory behavior by teachers toward black students
does not seem to affect black student effort in school.

The regr'ession

coefficients for teacher discrimination with respect to openness and fairness
are not significant.

There is some indication, as Table XIII suggests,

that

discrimination with respect to openness at .its highest levels-is,associated
with reduced student effort though the numbers of students in each cell
is relatively small.

This apparent invulnerability of black student effort in school to
discriminatiOn by teachers is difficult to explain.

I noted earlier that

teachers do not seem to discriminate racially with respect to the encourage-

gent they give to students to do their best in school. .Perhaps teachers
who otherwise discriminate against blacks have sufficient professional
,self-consciousness to eschew racial bias when their central function is
involved -- namely, teaching,students academic topics.

Studehts may be

able to set aside inequities of treatment on other matters wheneey
receive
perceive no differences in the levels of encouragement blacks and whites

Table XIII

Bffeets of Anti-Black Discrimination Regarding Openness
on Effort in School on the Part of Black Students
Controlling for Parental Support
(Low Score = High Effort)
Discrimination Against Blacks

Parental Support
for
Effort in School

Hi

None

Low

High

8.37 (63)

8.03 (69)

9.00 (25)

9.47 (77)

10.75 (48)

,

Ned

Low

,

10.14 (73)
11.'31 (70)
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11,24 (75)f -

12.22 (68)
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Or, perhaps black students are so used to discrimination that they
either accept it as a part of life and do not allow it to affect their
'behavior, or they do not perceive it when it existb.*
0

Discriminatory behavior on the part of teachers!, even if it has no

direct impact on student effort,
appropriateness of racial bias.

may teach lessons to students about the

Even if the degree of racism in a classroom

does not directly influence performance

-- thouh it is difficult, frankly,

to believe that it would not -- it would obviously be important to
eliminate sources of racial intolerance.

Teacher Empathy and Support
Measuring 'Teacher Empathy and Support

Teacher empathy and support are measured here in three ways:

First,

the Politically Relevant Interaction Measure-yields an index of the
proportion of a teacher's responses to students that are accepting, supportive,
encouraging or otherwise positive as compared to responses that are
disapproving or negatively evaluative.
responsiveness."

I will call this "teacher

Second, I utilize the teacher openness scale discussed

in the previous section.

Students scoring high on this scale ("high" scores

their
are actually low numbers) are indicating that their teachers respect

opinions, listenIto their problem, or gives them the opportunity to explore
things that interest them. (see Scale 6, Appendix D)

Third, I will look

9 in
at the teacher's positive support for doing wZ0.1 in school.(see Scale
Appendix D).

For -convenience let me refer to the first two of these as

measures of empathy and ,treat the third as "support."

-

*Recall that the measure of discrimination.does not require individual
students to label teacher, behavior as discriminatory.
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Effects of Racial Mix on Teacher Empathy and Support

mix of a classroom
As I've implied' earlier in this paper, the racial

f3r

student effort in importantdoes not appear to affect teachdr suppprt for
-,

ways.

The simple product moment correlation betwee

teacher support and

insignificant .015.
the proportion of whites in a classroom is an

Table XIV

also manifests this finding.

Table XIV
Telatioc-;tip Between Racial Nix and Student Perceptions
of Teacher Support
(Low Scores,= Most Support)

St 'dent

Rate

Teacher
Support

Proportion of Whites in'Classroom
.61 - 80
41 - 60
0 - 40

81 - 100

Black

7.73

7.55

7.62

7.63

White

7.64

8.01

7.85

7.95

7.82a

7.80
(858)

,(767)

All Students 7.67

(314)

(192)

7.9.1

are neither systematic nor statistically
The difference between all the-cells
significant.
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As Table XV shows, there is little relation between racial
composition and teacher openness.

One may "push" the data and note that

%
the
there is a slight tendency for teachers to be less open to students as

proportion of black students in a classroom begins to exceed 40 percent.
These differences, while supportive of the conventional wisdom, are not
statistically significant.

Table XV

Relationship Between Racial Mix and Student Perceptions
of Teacher Openness(Low Scores = Most Openness)

Student Race

Proportion of Whites in Classroom*
81 - 10G
61 - 86
41 - 60

0 -40

\

.

\\

Black

26.58
(131)

Teacher
Openness

White

-s6

25.66
(49)

All Students

26.82
(192)

26.12

25.05

26.72

(138)

(226)

(75)

25.02

24.18

24.62

(167)-

(616)

(684)

25.48

24.46

24.81

(315)

(858)

(771)

This class'
* Only one classroomhas less than 20 percent white students.
are
whitO.
is grouped with those in w'aich 20-40 percent of the students

Si

y, correlation analysis shows no signicant relationships

between the racial composition of the classroom and student perceptions
of teacher openness ( r= -.06).
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Finally, as Table

shows, teacher responsiveness as measured by

the classroom observers is not clearly related to the racial composition.of
the class.

The product moment correlation between teacher responsiveness

add racial compositiorithe classroom is also insignificant

Table DI

ReStionsIlip Between Observerls Record of Teacher
Responsiveness and Racial Composition of the Classroom
high{ core = Most Open)

White-Proportion
0 - 39

40 - 59

60 - 79

8.38

10.38

8.43

.(193)

V15)

(858)

80 - 100

10.8Q
(771)

1,

4

classrooms are
*Note that for.this.table, unlike most of those int.this paper,
seems
mean
high
responsiveness.
the unit of analysis and high
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:reacher Support for Student Effort

Of all the popular beliefs aboutteacher effectiveness, one'that
almost everyone agrees with is that teacher expectations and encouragement
of high achievement, at least within the bounds of the student's capacity,

contribute importantlito learning.
study support this proposition.

Not surprisingly, the data in this

TableXVII shows this relationship

measuring teacher support through a four item scale from the student
'questionnaires,
as:

(See Scale 9 in Appendix D)

which includes such statements

(1) How often does your teacher honestly praise you for the work

you do well?

(2) Does your teacher really want you to learn?

TABLE XVII

Regression Coefficients Showing the Relationship Between
Teacher Support and Student Effort in-School After
Accounting for Parental Support
(Low Scores = high Effort)

Black Students
Parental Support

All Students

.1338
(.0166)

.1776
(.0258)

R2 = .183

Teacher Support,

White Students

.2088
(.0560)
2

R

= .094

,1616
(.0139)

R2 = .124

R2 = .096
.4398

3896

(.0301)

(.0256)

R2 = .181

R2 = .146

It is interesting that whites seem to be influenced by their teachers
substantially more than blacks.

Together, parental a4 teacher support

account for about 20 percent of the variance in reported student effort.
educatiOnal
Of course, direct encouragement is only one way teachers influence
motivation.
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Effects of Teacher Empathy on Student Effort
As one might expect,

/
teacher support
student reports of teach :r openness and

thing
for studenteffort in school are related. But they are not the same
N
One teacher may be aloof,
(r = .57 for White students and .51 for blacks).

and another may
demand deference and allOw students little initiative
liery..responsive to student
allow students considerable intimacy and be

supportiVe of student
requests for self-direction while both may be equally
efforts to achieve academically.

In other words, teachers may .be demanding

sd in different ways.
of students'and expect much of them but may do
positively
Both measures of teacher empathy referred to above are

related to student effort.

Moreover, the effects of empathy persist even

account.*
when teacher support for effort is taken into
.1

coefficient for teacher Openness
As Table XVIII shows, the regression

-L
whites but the
is'clearly statistically significant for both blacks and

-size of the effect is small.

Of course, my measure of student support for

teachers 'and reversing
effort is picking up slime of the "open" behavior of

entered in the
the order in which the empathy and support variables are

step-wise regression increases the both

the size of the openness coefficient

N

support for
and the amount of the variance it explains though teacher

effort remains the more dominant of the two variables.

In any case, teacher

students give t4 school.
openness is likely to increase the effort

TableXVIii

represents the :regression coefficients an \the variance

other'factors
explained by teacher openness (as seen by students) when
*While I do not present the analysis here, roughly the samelcodension can
be derived if teacher empathy is measured by teacher support for the
individuality and discretion of students (see Scale 10, Appendix D).
V*
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already 'found to belaportant to Student effort are-taken into account.

TABLE XVIII

Effects of Teacher Openness on Student Effort in School
When the Effects of Parental Support, Peer Values and
Direct Teacher Support are Adcounted For

Blacks

Whites
R2 Change

B

B

,Z2-Change

.1191 (:0164)

D796

.1570 (.0245)

.1340

Parental
Support

.6618 (.0766)

.0683

.8340 (.0997)

.1197

Peer Effort

.2876 (0349)

.0846

.1540 '(.0532)

.0283

Teacher
Support

.0879 (.0161)

.0148

.07561 (.0255)

,0110

Teacher
Openness

C..
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Let me return to the possibility that the racial mix of the classroom
might be related to student effort.

It appears from Table XIX that the degree

of openness has a significantly greater consequence for student effort in
classrooms that are predominately black.

This is of interest because

in
students in such classrooms do not differ substantially from students

classrooms that are 50-75 percent white in the amount of teacher and parental
support they experience.

In otherwords, teacher openness seems to increase

student effort at all levels of racial desegregation but it may be most
important to students in settings we would consider not desegregated in
most communities.

Table XIX

Relationship of Teacher Openness and` Racial Nix to Student Effort
(Low. Scores = High Effort)

Lo Openness
White
Black

Hi Openness
White
Black

11.51

7.50

8.39

I - 49

10.79

,

White
Percentage

50'- -74

in

75 - 100

-

9.16

,

8.19

10.46

10.53

8.49

11.04

10.24

,

8.8.

,

Classroom

,

are more
It also seems from Table XIX, that in classrooms where teachers

of blacks in the classroom.
open whites do best when there are sizable numbers

ti
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If we put these findings about the,ganquine effects of teacher openness
of
together with previous.data on the relation between the racial composition

classrooms it can be seen that racial desegregation which involves placing

whites in classes where 40 percent or more of students are black may
result in less openness by.teachers.

Less openness by teachers could have a small
This is all very speculative and time

negative effect on student effort.
series data are required to test it.

The data do argue for encouraging more

the possibility
open behavior among teachers and for paying some attention to
they have
that some teachers may 'have trouble behaving in an open way when
ti

large-numbers of blacks in their classes.
(assessed
Finally, let me look,at.the effects of teacher respdnsiveness

by the classroom observers) on student effort.

As Table Xk

indicates,

-erformance
it appears that teacher responsiveness influences student
1 is very
only in predominately black classrooms but there the effeci

substantial.

Table XX

'Effects of, Teacher Responsiveness on Student Effort
in School at Different Levels of Racial Ni.,:

Cldssroom Racial Composition

Teacher
Responsiveness
Low

Digh

75

50

50 - 75

10.95

9.63

9.41

(173)

(424)

(531)

9.41

9.71

(348)

(495)

8.66
(112)
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Summary
affect
,The racial composition of a teacher's classroom does not seem to
...

the degrie of encouragement she gives students to do their best.

Teachers,

effort
overall, tend to discriminate against blacks but the effects on student
is not apparent.
,

It seems that student effort is significantly affected by

teacher support for achievement and responsiveness and openness seem to
contribute, at least marginally, to student aitivatibn.
.--

a

/

.,'

t
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CONCLUSION

When all is said and done, this analysis can be read to argue that
simply mixing students of different races together in the same classroom

will have little effect on the energy students invest in school.

If,

however, peer group values are distributed in such a way that desegregation
would increase the liklihood that black children will, through integration,
attend schools in which their peers ,place a higher value on achievement than

they do , desegregation should lead to greater student effort.

These data also suggest that what teachers do is important tin shaping
and instudent motivation both directly through contact with individuals ,directly through the structuring of classroom environments_ and, the

contributions made to the motivationof the individual's classmates.
One way to provide an overview of the findings of this study is to
reformulate the model (diagrammed on page six) upon which the analysis
is based.

The data allow

us to simplify the model and, at the same time,

to .get some idea of the relative strength of the factors that influence

school effort, To keep this revised model (see Diagram II) from becoming

too complicated,i will differentiate the strength of relationships into
and
two classes.- major and minor-indicating the former with double lines

the weaker links with a single line.

Hypothesized relationships this

research suggests iP not hold.are shown by dotted lines.

This shorthand way of deicribing the results of this stu'dy masks a number
of issues that,T think the paper. has illuminated.

Moreover, as has been

differenshown, somewhat different: pictures would be drawn if effects were
tiated by rare,:

The analysis herein explains about 26 percent of the variance
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Diagram II
Effects of.
Revised Model for Assessing the
School Desegregation on Student Academic Effort

Peer
Values

Parental

1,earning

Education
Parental
Support for
AdhieVemant
,

Student
Effort In
School

Student
Racial
Attitudes
Student
Interaction

Teacher
Support

Teacher
Racial
Bias

/

Classroom

Classroom
Racial Nix

..,Structure

(Teacher
Determined)

/
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in the white students' professed effort in school and close to 40 percent of
the effort of blacks.

At the same time, while the relative importance of

different factors in shaping student motivation may vary by race it is
significant that the things that foster greater effort among blacks are
similar to those that also motivate whip' students.

Indeed, this study

suggests what seems altogether obvious but is seldom discussed, desegregation

has its best chances of contributing to student achievement in schools that
have teachers who expect much of students, are responsive to their needs and

r

encourage some.meAsure of interaction and self-direction.

It follows then,

that efforts to make a success of desegregatioii will improve the Schools for
all students.

At least this is the implication of these data on the

experiences. and dispositions of fifth graders.

It would be inappropriate to claim that this analysis has resolved a
number"of questions.

Research of this sort is useful for questioning

assumptions, suggesting hypothesis and confirming conventional wisdom.

And,

though it seems hackneyed to say so, research such as this suggests the direction in which future research might go.
One7 of. the major purpOses of this study has been to suggest. some ways of

thinking about the conditionS which might enhance the effectiveness of school.
.desegregation efforts.

Throughout the paper I've tried to suggest some policy implications of
many of the findings.

This is not to say that policy should be made on the

basis of this evidence alone.

This analysis does provide support to those

who argue that school, desegregation plans need to avoid rigid racial quotas

and to employ criteria for pupil assignment other than racial Ones -- at least
if increasing student motivation to achieve academically is a primary
objective.

And, school desegregation strategies that fail to recognize the
---

-

of teacher behavior will be less successful than they might be.

1
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As T noted at the outset, improving the academic achievement of
minorities is not the only reason one might favor school desegregation.
This paper does not speak to these other goals, but the available
research suggests that with respect to these considerations too,
flexibility and complexity might well characterize more effective

desegregation strategies.*

*This argument is made by Willis D. Hawley and Ray C. Rist, Op. cit.
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APPENDIX. A.

RELIABILITY OF THE POLITICALLY RELEVANT
INTERACTION-MEASURE (PRIM)

Reliability coefficients were prepared using both videotape recordings
of classroom interaction and practice in live classroom Osettings.

The training

obserV'ers frot 43.4
sessions reduced the percentage of disagreement between

percent to 14 percent.

Scott's (1955) reliability coefficient was used to

determine the reliability between observers.

Scott's method is unaffected

sensitiveby, low frequencies, can be adapted to percent figures, and is more

at higher levels of reliability.
coefficient from .26 to .78.

The training sessions improvedthe reliability

Chi-square analysis showed that there were not

'significant differences between the way these observers described the same
classkoom interaction.
-=

The results indicated a consistently high degree of

reliability for all major categories of analysis.
all three times.
As noted, each observer observed the same classroom

A

between the
comparison was made to.see if there were significant differences
first, second and third
way the observers described the classrooms in their
visits.

for the
This was done by establishing a 95% confidence interval

differences in each category.

If the actual differences between two observations

between the two observations
was outside this confidence interval, the difference

were considered

'signifi'c'ant.

1 and 2, 37 between
There were 51 significant differences between observations
observations 2 and 3, and 51 between observations 1 and 3.

It was expected

and either of
that thpre would be greater differences between observation 1
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the other two observations and that we could weight each sessign atcordingly in
--

developing our aggregate scores.

When the sioifieent differenceS were taken as

a percentage of the total number .of-fossible differences, 4.6 percent of the
3;
time there are significant differen.zes between observations 1 and 2, and 1 and.

and 3.2 percent of the time there are significant differences between observations
2 and 3.

Coefficients were calculated for the-correlations between observationS 1,.
2 and 3 for each of the 14 categories of the categorical observation system.

Again, the correlations between observation 2 and 3 were the highest.
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APPENDIX B

POLITICALLY RELEVANT INTERACTION MEASURE

The analysis of politically relevant interaction between students andteachers is based on a shorthand form of notation to describe various types
of teacher-student, and student-student interactions.

An observer classifies

the interactions that are occurring in the classroom as being'most accurately
described by one of fourteen possible-categories of behavior.
Observers are not"ey,aluating ..teaCliers; observers are describing teacher

behavior.

The categories are concerned primarily with verbal behavior since

verbal interacting can be observed with higher reliability than nonverbal
interaction.,

The assumption is that verbal behavior is an adequate sample

.0f-the characteristics of the dominant interaction patterns within the
classroom.

The classroom teacher is responsible for establishing and maintaining
interpersonal relations with students so that the objectives of the educational
program may be most successfully realized.

Thus, the acts of teaching leads

to reciprocal contacts between'the teacher and the pupil, and the interchange itself is called teaching.

This, instrument is concerned with

describing the nature of that interchange,

In addition to describing the types of verbal intactions that-are
occurring in the classroom, xhe "Politically Rdlevant Interaction Measure"
(PRIM) also allows one to recreate the sequence or chain-of events that
have occurred in the classroom.

By recording classroom behavior on a three

second interval one can determine what preceeded and what followed each
behavior.

Such information should allow one to explain differenCes in

educational outcomes, since the general outcomes,oe teaching'must be'affected
by the sequence of events that preceded
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a

allows one to describe general characteristics of the classroom environment
along with the sequence of classrodm events.

The PRIM Categories

The classroom interactions are categorized as being.best described

A category is tallied every time a behavior

by one of fourteen cate-gories.

changes and every three seconds in any behavior that lasts longer than three
The tallies are written in a column, preserving their sequence,

seconds.

at the rate of.approximately twenty tallies per minute".

These nabers

can then be enteredkto a matrix whith will provide summary information
about the type,. sequence, and'amount of verbal behavior which has been
recorded.
I

The fourteen categories used to describe classroom interactions
40e

are:

A.

Teacher Response:

t

Teacher accepts student response ,-- Teacher indicates by

word or gesture that a student has made a worthwhile contribution
or al'eorrect responie.

Includes approaching a student initiated

topic as well as clarification, elaboration or repetition of
0

r

child's idea,. statement,' or contribution. The teacher praises or

-encourages student response or behavior:

"I see what you mean";

"Yes;" "Right;" "Good;" "Go on;" l"That's a good idea;" "Now you
are thinking." etc.

Non-verbal acceptance such as nodding head

or touching child.
.

2.

Teacher designates student response unacceptable -

Teacher

avoids student initiated topic or designates student response or
performance unacceptable;

cates'that a student's contributes
23.

6 9.
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.

not worthwhile or gives student a negative feeling about himself.
Criticizing and discouraging student response or behavior.
and rejection or denial of.student's dealings.
.

Sarcasm

Includes shaking head.

"No "; as well as saying, "that is incorrect" or ignoring a studdnt.
3.

Teacher Expression of opinion or judgment -

A value

statement or expression of feeling, 'opinion; involves a p ) rsonal
,--

element; includes statements that cannot be objectively documenIted
from text or other authority.

..If teacher is presenting ideas

or opinions of others, it should be considered lecturing.
or disagree-S-with current event or national issue.

on an issue being discussed in class.

Supports

Takes a stand

These are statements which

are person'al.in nature.
B,.

Teacnier Initiation:
4.

Teacher asks a factual ,question -

Question requiring a 'factual

/
Drill type questions are an

response or a right or wrong answer,
example.

A signal to a student to provide a factual.response; i.e.

calling their names or giving brief cues such as "next".

Asks a

question to which the teacher expects an answer from the pupils.
QuestiohS foriwhich -there seem to be obviously a right and a wrong
dr

answer.

"What is the capital of France."

"Who knows the answer/t

e

question three." -"John, what subject muter are.we Studyingtoda ."
5.

Teacher asks question requiring judgment- or opinion -

a question requiring the expression of opinion, idea, ,suggestion, or
feeling; questions which seed to be phrased such that the answer
could not be classified 'as right or wrong; this includes open-

ended questions. ,"What are some of the things the author mltht.

.4w
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Kaye told us about America."

"What'do you think are the most

important characteristics which might be used to describe a
,
1

society?"
6.

Teacher Lectures - Gives facts about content or procedures;

people other than
an expression of the ideas or opinions of

teacher or students; a rhetorical question included in the context
of the lecture; teacher giving directions for an instructional
student is expected
purpose or giving directions or commands which a
to obey.
C.

-Explaining, discussing, giving facts or information.

ClassroomMaInent
7.

Expression of aurhofity - Expression of need for students-

behavior
to comply to a rule or to teacher's authority; designating

as incorrect or inappropriate.

Includes non-verbal expression,

tapping of pencil, firm grasp on shoulder, etc.

Statements of

extreme self-reference or those in which the teacher is ordering
position to
the student to do something because of the teacher's
make such a request.

A question like, "What are you doing out of

your seat?"
8.

Teacher expression of need for citizenship -

Expression of

consider
student responsibility to protdct other students' rights, to
the views of others.

SEatements referring to practicing good

others
citizenship; any statement meant to protect the rights of

.inEhe classroom; pointing out to a child the consequences of his
action to others and his own responsibility for it.
D.

Lull Response
9.

Pupil responds to teacher - Conforms to teacher direction/

answers questions,

Student contributions follow some pre-established
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line of thinking.

to a

When the student responds verbally

direction the teacher has given.

Initiation by teacher is the

cue to the student response - limited freedom to express own
Teacher initiates the, contact or solicits pupil statement

ideas.

Or structures the situAtion.

Freedom to express on ideas limited.
1

'

Appropriate behaviors range from fact giving and simple recall
to following long and perhaps complicated (but clearly preestablished) processes in solving problems.
10.

Pupil challenges -

Student challenges teacher, classroom

procedure class rules Iposition,of presented material, 'aut,hority or
other student.

/

Expresses disagreement or contrary opinion to tha

of text material or the teacher.

The student brings in a viewpdint

that is contrary to the one being discussed in class.
quotes a fact which runs contrary to the one discussed.

The student
The student

questions why it is necessary to follow a procedure or to learn
A student questions why another

about a given subject matter.

student was given a special privilege or why he cannot be granted

0

a sPecial privilege.
E.

Pupil Initiatives
11.

Pupil -to -Pupil _stalk -

or a reply.

It can be about the subject matter of the class or about

something totally unrelated.
pupils.
12.

This can be a statement, a question

When there is a conversation between

Any discussion which is directed-by one pupil to another.
Pupil initiates talk to teacher -

The student asks a

question or makes a,statement when he has not been prompted to do so
by the teacher;

includes opinions, inferences and personal experiences.

A pupil 'initiates %a conversation with the teacher;
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does not seem to have been cued by theteacher, and that goes
beyond the pre-established structure.
F.

Other Behavior
13.

Observes actively -

Any period of silence when there

i4 no conveTVITion of teacher or pupils; includes seatwork, silent
reading,- use of chalkboard or audio-visual materials when no verbal

interchange is taking place; pauses or short periods of silence or
periods of silence intended for thinking; when class is quietly
changing seats, etc./
14.

Confusion -

Irrelevent or disruptive behavior.

When noise

leyel is so high that person speaking cannot be understood; when there
is considerable noise and disruption of planned activity; periods of
confusion.

'Procedures for Observation

The observer enters the classroom as quietly as possible and takes a
seat somewhere toward the back of'the classroom but in a position to hear
and see the participantst

In_spme environments the observer must move

about the classroom in close proximity with the teacher.
0

The observer

decides which category bests represents the communication event just
completed, and while writing down the category number, simultaneously
as4;esses the continuing communication.

Observations are tallied at the

c of approximately one every three seconds keepi(ig the tempo as steady
as possible.
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The number of the category which best describes the interaction that
occurred in the three second interval is recorded in columns on the talley
At the, end of a recording period, the observer will have several

sheet.

columns of sequential numbers.

It is important to preserve the seqbence

of

numbers that have been recorded.
Ground Rules

Because of the complexities faced.by the observer when trying to
categorize behavior, several ground rules have been established as an aid
in developing consistency among observers.
1.

These rules are: -

When not sure which of two categories a verbal interaction

belongs always choose the category which has occurred least often..
2.

When two activities are going on at the same time always focus

on the activity which directly involves the teacheir,and then on the
activity which has occurred least often.
3.

Watch very carefully not to increase tempo during interesting

or active periods of interaction Rnd to decrease or slow tempo during
uninteresting or slower periods of interaction.
4.

If any interaction is extended for a period of greatey than

three seconds continue to record that activity under the same category
on a three second interval.
5.

Code a student's response or answer to a teacher's question as

a category 9, but after the third student has responded to the same cue,

code all additional responses under category 12.
6.

Watch very carefully for any-forms of a student challenge (category

7.

Block off and describe on the talley sheet the times when something

10).

unusual is happening -- such as 'student giving report, debate, stuLlent

4

*

#

,
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in the role of teacher, or small group projects.
8.

In a class situation where a student has taken on the role of

the teacher such as - leading a class discussion; asking the class
questions; directing a class activity - a quiz, a T.V. interview, or
game - category Il is used to indicate the student's talk.
9.

When the students are responding to a student directed discussion,

question, or activity, that response is designated as a 9 until the student
responds with more than an expected answer -and begins expressing his own
ideas or opinions which would then be designated by cate
10.

When a student is giving a report requested by

ry 12.

Ke teacher,

category 9 is used until the student is expressing his own ideas

and

which
opinions or is obviously expanding ideas based on his research at
time category 12 is used.,
11.

When the students in the class ask questions and direct

12 are
,statements to a student who has given a reporticategory 11 and

Used to indicate not only

sttfdent to student talk but also the initiative

s.
involved in such discussio
12.

Take special cate to distinguish between pupil response (category

and pupil initiation (category 12).

9)"

Record ITed-e-dategbries of behavior

as you perceive the behavior of the student.

Tabulating Data in a Natrix
Tabulating consists of entering the sequence of numbers from the talley
.sheet into a 14-row by 14-column table, which is called a matrix.

All

of
data from the talley sheet is entered into the matrix using pairs

numbers.

The preceding behavior designates the appropriate row and the

is-then
behavior following designates the appropriate column, the talley
of
entered in the cell of the matrix which is created by the intersection
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the row and column.

This is continued for each pair of behaviors.

Pairs of behaviors from a sequence are as foillows;

6

1st pair,6

2nd pair

3rd pair

4

9 4th pair
A

5th pairl
1

Notice that each pair of numbers overlaps with the previous pair, and
each number, except, for the first and Ole laF_t is used twice.

The first

numer of any,pair designatei the matrix row and the second number
designates the matrix column.

Comments

There is nothing inviolate about the categories one uses in the
PRIM System.

Different types of behavior with different specifications

could be incorporated in the categories depending on the theoretical
or policy questions which interest the researcher.

The basic system,

as I noted in the text has been developed by others, most notably perhilps,
Ned Flanders,

Twelve to fourteeri categories of pupil teacher interaction,

however, probably defines the upper limit of distinct behaviors observers
can record.
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'APPENDIX C

/ CLASSROOM

4

SOCIOGRAM

The social forces at work in a classroom are so complex that they
cannot be adequately portrayed by examining the-dominant interaction
patterns that exist there.

The basic structure of the class-

room has an effect
on the role that each individual plays in the class-,
Classroom

room setting and the experience of each pupil is not identical.
r

structure consists of the pattern of relationships that exists among the
various members within the class, including the teacher.

The dominant

interaction pattern describes the relationships between the members of
the class who participate most actively in the classroom.

It tends to

obscure, however, the degree to which different individuals and subgroups
interact with each other and With the,teacher.
The Classroom Sociograrli was developed to better describe the struc.2

ture oT.She classroom.

The So.ciogram provides a physical description of

the rod6,,along With the physical location of each of the members, their
race, sex, direction of Verbal interaction, and the direction of their
physical movement.

Such information allows one to determtne.the physical

layout of the class, the degree to which members are physiCaAly, and/or
verbally, isolated from the dominant interactiion pattern, the degree of

sexual and racial integration within the class, and the identity and
distribution of verbal exchanges between teachers and pupils and among
students.

It also provides information relating to.the amount and dire%-

tion of movement within the classroom.

It is believed that this informa-

tion provides an excellent supplement to the description of the substance

of the dominant teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil interactions that are discovered through use of interaction analyses proceddres we call PRIM that
are described in Apnendix B.
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The Coding System
The observer uses a blank sheet of paper with two carbons for the initial development of the Classroom Sociogram.

The observer enters the class-

room as quietly as 13:ossible and takes a seat somewhere toward the back of
the room but in position to hear and see the .participantt.' A freehand draw-

ing is then made of the classroom showing the location of desks, chairs,
blackboards, work centers, book shelves, games, audio-visual equipment, and
any other outstanding features of the classroom.

The carbon paper is then

removed and-the location of each student along with the teacher is placed
on the sociogram.

Each member of :he class is designated as

being male or

female and black or white.

The interactions between the memberg of the classroom are then designated
by arrows from the individual talking to the individual being talked to.

All

interactions directed toward the entire class are not designated with arrows
but ar

tallied in a special tally block.

Interactions are recorded at the

rate,6f approximately one every five seconds., Xhese*arrows should show
both pupil-pupil and teacher-pupil interactions, thus showing major communica-

tion patterns between all individuals within the *rm.

PhySical movements of

class members are designated by an arrow crossed by a line at right angles.
An arrow whose, stem is marked by a "D" indicates a communication in:regard
discipline.

Teachers' remarkS to the class, class responses, and students'

reports or reading aloud to the class, are all tallied in the special tally
block.

The following are the symbols used in the coding system:
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White male teacher

I0I

White female teacher

Black male teacher

Black female teacher

White male student

White female student

Black male student

Black female student

Students_desk

Direction student facing

thOccupied seat

..--_Direction of communication.

Tallies on communication arrow indicate number of
communications to same individual

Direction of communication in regard to discipline

Tallies on discipline arrow indicate number of
communications to same individual

-Physical movement from one place to another

The physical description of the room is to bOrawn as accurately as
/et

,;t

possible including -the actual shapes of all des,ks and taliles other than the
..-

students desks.

Attachment A is an example of the-Cl:assrcom Sociogram. after'

one seven minute observation'sessio
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APPENDIX D
SCALES FROM STUDENT AND TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES

--STUDENT
1.

Racial Contact in Classroom
1.

How often do the black and white students in this class
play together at recess?

2.

How often do the black and white students in this class
work together on the projects the teachers give us?

Reliability = .54 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient)

3.

Student Effort in School
1.

Do you finish yOur school assignments when they are Clot
interesting to you?

2.

Do you do your bestin school?

,3,

4.

5.

Are you proud of your schoolwofk?
When you make mistakes on a paper, do'you go back and try
to, figure out what you did wrong?

Even though I don't like some subjects, I still work hard
to make a good 'grade.

Reliability = .68 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient)

4.

Teacher Support of Individuality
1.

Our teacher respects our opinions and encourages us to

exprss them.
2.

Does your teacher let you express an opinion different from
hers?

3.

and try
How often does your teacher let you explore your ideas
out new ways of doing things?
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/////

/
y_
in mideas.

4.

My teacher-' is

5.

My teacher gives me things to do that really make ,me think
rather than things just to cop 3iar look at.

Reliability = .64 (CrOnbach's alpha coefficient)

5.

Teacher Fairness
1.

Does your teachax tryto settle things by,hearing both sides?

2.

Is your teacher fair to you in her enforcement of the school
rules?

3,

Do you understand the reasons for any punishment you.may
receive from your teacher?

4.

illy teacher always gives into the wishes of the same group.

My teacher has "pets" or/favorites who can get away with
things that I cannot,
6.

Do your, principal and teachers run this school in a way that
is fair?

7.

My teacher grades 0C fairly.

8.

If I get a grade on an assignment or my report card that 1
think is not,fair, I can talk with the teacher about it ,.n4
she will listen carefully.

Reliability = .70 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient)

6.

-1

/

Teacher ogtarE.fa
1.

Our teacher respects our opinions and encourages us to
express them.

2.

How often does your-teacher let you ask questions?

3.

Does, your teacher let you express, an opinion different from hers?"

4.

5.

flow often does your teacher let you explore your. ideas and
try out new ways of doing things?

When something at home or school upsets you, do you know that
your teacher will listen to your problem and help you?
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6.

How often do you get.a chance to help decide what you will
Se
do in class?

7.

How of tt n does your teacher let You choose an assignment which

is inter sting to you?
8.

Does your teacher give you a chance to ask questions,,,,w you
need help?

9.

If I don't like something th% teacher tells us to do, I can
tell her my feelings and she wont be ,upset.

10.

If I get a grade on an assignffient or my reportcard that I
cthink is not fair, I ca 'talk with the teacher about it and
she will listen c;reftik.

Reliability = .74 (Cronbach s alpha coefficient-)°.

t

7.

Opportunity to Work With Others
Are there times when your te-icher lets you work in small groups?

1.

2,; .11ow often do different students get to be class cr group
/
leaders?

Does your teacher let yoU talk quietly in small-groups?

3.

How often do you have time during which you can move about
in your classroom?

04.

Does your teacher have you help each other in class?

S.

Reliability = .53.(Cro3bach's alpha coefficient)

8.

Parental Support-Of Schoolwork
4

Do your parents talk with you abotit what you are doing in
school?

1.

4.

2.

Do your parents ask yqu about How well you did on your
assignments?
liow cften do your parents help you with your school.
assignments?

4.

My parents have talked with me abou how important it is to
finish high school.

5.

When r was yslinger,my parents wanted me to read alouch:o them.

6.

Most of the adults in my family (parents, ,aunts, uncles,
grandparents) think that education is very important.
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7.

Do your parents visit the school for PTA meetings or Parent's
Day?

, parents don't care about how well I do as long as I pass.

8.

Reliability = .59 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient)

9.. Teacher Support for Effort
1.

How often does your teacher honestly praise you for the work
you do well?

2.

Does your teacher really want you to learn?

3.

My teacher knows.what kind of work I can do-and shd7helPs
me when I need help,

4.

When you start new work, does your teacher explain whysthis
'work is important to you?

Reliability = .60 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient)

15.

Racism
1,

.2.

3.

4.

No matter what a man's color, religion, or. nationality, if
he is qualified for a job he should get it.
Swimming pools should admit people of all races and nationalities
\
to,swim togethFr,in the same pdol.
Hotels are right
or nationalities.

refusing to admit people of certain races

People of certain races or religions' should be kept out of
important position's in our nation.

Reliability =,.49 (Cronbach's alpha coefficient)
TEACHERS SCALE
'8.

Encourage Student Interaction
1.

2.
3.

Studenps have to get permission from the`teacher to talk to
another student.
Should a teacher let. Isttidentp talk quietly in small groups?

How often should students havetime during which they can
move about in thug classroom?

class.
4. *A teacher should encourage students to help each other in

= .69 ( Cronbach's alpha coeffkcient)
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Response Alternatives for Items in Most Student Scales and Teacher
Scales -are, depending on which is most grammatically correct, as follows:

1.

2'2.

Almost Always
Often

3.

Sometimes

4.

Seldom

5.

Almost Never

.

or

.

1.

I strongly agree

2.

I agree

3.

I am not certain

\4.
5\.

I disagree
I strongly disagree

Response Alternative for Student Scale 11 are:
1.

Less than eighth grade

2.

More than eight grade but did not graduate from
high school
Finished high scl(ool

4

4.

Attended college

5.

Don't know

